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Stephen Afolabi, ABC CEO 

Hi fellow Africans, 

I welcome you to this wonderful business training. On behave of myself and other 

people behind the ABC, I appreciate you for being part of this life-changing 

business training. 
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This training has being changing lives since the year 2013 and it`s time to change 

yours too. 

 

 

 

 

17 Proven Strategies On How to 

Get Business Ideas and 

Opportunities to Start Your Own 

Successful Business in Nigeria 
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Introduction 

This training is like a 17 stories building. 

 

 Your business idea is hidden in one of these 17 strategies.  

 

If after you read chapter one, two, three nothing happens, then, you may get 

what you're looking for in chapter four or five. 

 

 If however after you read this whole book you feel as if you've wasted your 

money and time, then we will have a reason to cry and refund your money.  

 

Thanks.  

 

Sit back.  

 

Take your pen and a jotter and be inspired!   
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Clean-Up First 

Before I start telling you some truths I have for you in this training, isn`t it better 

to first clean up the lies you might have being hearing or believing about business 

ideas and opportunities? 

That`s exactly what I am about to do. 

There are few popular lies about business ideas or opportunities.  

Some people think that business idea is about a new invention. 

Some people think that business idea is that magical product that, if I tell you 

about it, selling it will make you rich next month. 

Other people assume that business opportunity is that new (or secret) business 

which is known to certain persons, and which if they can reveal to you will make 

you rich, now. 

Because of this erroneous beliefs, there are more than few websites on the 

internet which are trying to give you what you want … even when it will never 

work. 

This training is not designed to give you what you want, instead, what you need. 

We have a very good tutorial on our website titled, Business Ideas in Nigeria and 

how to make money with them  (Please, go and read that tutorial now because it 

will help you to understand this training better) 

Business ideas and opportunities (as oppose what most people think) do not have 

anything to do with a new invention, what you`re selling or a magically profitable 

business. 
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Business idea is more about how than what, that is, it`s more about how you sell 

what you`re selling than what you`re selling, how you do business, and not what 

business you`re doing. 

Robert Kiyosaki (America famous financial expert) usually ask his audience, ‘’who 

here can make a better burger than McDonald?’‘ 

 Above 90% of people would raise their hands, then, he will ask them, ‘‘why then 

is McDonald rich and you`re not? ‘‘ 

That`s Robert`s style of getting his audience to think more of how they do 

business, how they sell what they are selling… rather than thinking that there is a 

magical product/business that can make them millions overnight.  

McDonald is making burger and has become billionaire doing so. So many 

(millions) others can make burger, and better burger, yet, they`re poor.  

Why? 

Thomas J. Barrett said, 
``Any fool can make soap. It takes a clever man to sell it``  

Making soap, burger (or anything for that matter) is not a big deal. Any average 

person can make anything. 

How will you sell it? How will you win the market? How will you make your 

business a profitable one? 

That`s the real questions this training want to answer. 

Therefore, this training will be more about how, than about what. 

Please read this wonderful tutorial before will continues. Click and read Business 

Ideas in Nigeria and how to make money with them;  

Hence from here, I will assume that you have read the above tutorial, so I will pick 

this training from there (if for any reason you cannot get that tutorial directly 

from here, simply copy this link and paste it to your browser…. and read it) 
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So let`s continue from there. 
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Section One: Bring It Out Of You. 

In this section, you will be learning how you can easily tap into the available 

resources inside (and around) you to build a successful business of your own. 

Business ideas is already inside (and around) you. 

Bring It Out. 
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Strategy 1: Tap from Your Parent 

 

 Aliko Dangote (as at the time of writing this training) is the richest person in the 

continent of Africa. 

How did he start in the business world? 

From the family's business. 

If you know Dangote, you probably know him with cement. He didn't start cement 

business anew. Cement trading has been in his family history before him. 

That might have given him some insight and interest about the cement business. 

He started just as a cement retailer. 

He then upgraded the operations of the same business, do it better. He moved on 

to start manufacturing and rest is history. 

Most of us can do something similar. 

 Many of us grew up seeing our parents, uncles or neighbours doing certain 

businesses. These businesses are usually in small scale and because of that, we 

grew up and hate the idea of continuing in that family business. 

What if you can turn it to a multimillion business? 
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 Harland Sanders was born on September 9, 1830. When he was around six his 

father died. This forced Sanders` mother to work harder outside home, so the 

young Sanders had to learn how to cook for his siblings. 

His mother taught him how to cook. At age seven, this boy has become a good 

cook. 

That was the background story of a man who later (at 40) started experimenting 

different seasonings and then founded the second largest restaurant chain in the 

world, Kenturkey Fried Chicken. 

Kenturkey Fried Chicken, as at 2013 has 18,175 branches in 118 countries and 

making over $23 billion a year. 

That man who started Kenturkey Fried chicken (Harland Sanders) didn`t get the 

idea from the moon. He simply tapped from his mother. His mother taught him 

how to cook. He mastered the art of cooking and turned that to a multimillions 

company. 

Is there any family business you can turn to a big business? 

Is there any skill or business you learned from your parents? Can you turn that to 

a successful business? 

Lawrence Stol is a good friend of mine. We've been together (as friends) for about 

15 years. 

 As we were discussing last month, he shared with me his vision to establish a 

fashion designing company. 

How did he come about that business idea? 

 His step-mother is a tailor. He grew up playing with sewing machine. 

 How did he come to have passion for fashion designing? 

That's easy because he grew up seeing how clothes are made. 
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He is a brilliant poet and (probably) one of the best minds in Africa. But he feels 

that fashion designing is a great business for him. 

You can tap from your father, mother, uncle, aunty. 

\ When you were growing up, what did you see your father doing? 

Do you love the trade of your mother, aunty or uncle? 

That's a great business idea for you. 

I hear you thinking, 

"Stephen, my father is a farmer. Are you saying I should be a local farmer like 

him?" 

No. 

Get me right. 

Your father (just like mine) may be a "quack farmer", that doesn't mean you must 

be a quack farmer. 

You can be a mechanized farmer. 

Many farmers all over the world don't know how to handle hoe effectively. Many 

farmers all over the world are millionaires. 

What you see your parents doing as you grew up could be a good business idea to 

make you rich. 

Ona-Ara Furniture is own by a man I usually call I.D (because his name is Idowu, a 

Yoruba man). 

This man is a genius furniture, one of the best furniture maker in Osun State 

(Nigeria). 

He is capable of making millions out of his furniture business. 
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But. 

But. 

He's a business illiterate. 

Yea, he didn't have much academic education. 

But trust me, that doesn't matter to me, after all I hate school and I hate 

certificate. But because he doesn't have business education… business (not 

school) education, is my concern. 

Here is where I'm going. 

He has his male children coming to his workshop after school hours or in the 

holiday (he has many apprentices also). 

The last time I was talking to him about his children, I pointed to one and said, 

"When this one grows up, he would become a great furniture maker" 

That boy would grow up and know furniture than his father. But I have two fears. 

One, he may not seek entrepreneurship education. 

If this happens, he wouldn't make money than his father, or he will make a little 

more than him. 

Secondly, he may grow up and not value what he has. 

This happens to all of us. It's part of human weaknesses. 

We tend to value whatever anybody else has, but communize that gold in our 

possession. 

We tend to look OUT and never INside ourselves. 

Your mother may be a soft drink seller (for instance), because you've been 

familiar with the profit on soft drinks that may inspire you to be a soft-drink seller. 
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Hmmmm, get me right. 

You won't be a soft-drink seller (just like your mother), 

You may be a soft drink seller with a vision to become a soft drink distributor for 

companies and to later be a manufacturer of soft drinks (similar to how Dangote 

did it) that will lead you to millions. 

Or do you think that is beyond your possibility? 

You're wrong. 

That Coca Cola and Pepsi are dominating the world of soft drink doesn't mean 

that there is no room for a new (smart) entrepreneur. 

You think about Viju Milk in Nigeria. 

Where was Viju milk, Bobo and other drinks produced by the same company in 

the last 10 years? 

I can't remember seeing them in the market. 

Today, you find Viju Milk as a major player in the soft drink market in Nigeria. 

Another example is that there were already four telecommunication companies 

existing for some years in Nigeria when Etisalat came on board. It seemed like the 

market was saturated and there would be no place for them in the market.  

However, Etisalat saw the growing trend of people using the internet and they 

had to pay for it. So, they gave out free data for browsing while others charged 

their customer for data. That gave Etisalat a comfortable seat in the telecom 

market. 

Conclusion. 

You can transform that your father's business to a million dollar business. 

That's a ready-made business idea for you. 
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Don't communize it. You can modernize it. 

Don't rubbish it. You can refurbish it. 

If you can't transform your father, mother or uncle's business, do this.......... 
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Strategy 2: Turn Your Talents to Business 

 

Can talents be turned to business? 

Yes. 

Business is the process of exchanging your products or services for money. 

Footballers are business people. 

Musicians, TV presenters, Comedians, etc. are all business people. 

Why? 

They are exchanging their services (talents) for money. 

You might have heard it several times that everybody on earth has talents. Is that 

true? 

I think it's true. 

But why are most people not becoming rich from their talents? 
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First, because most people don't know they have talents. Most people were never 

trained to think about their talents 

School that brought all of us up is never a lover of talent, instead a killer of it. A 

talented person is usually a creative individual. School hates creativity, so killing 

talent. 

If you want to understand what I am saying, go to our primary and secondary 

school and see children who are displaying their talents. They will be tagged, 

stubborn or disobedient. 

I know a little boy when I was a teacher and head master of a private school, his 

name is Ridwan. Ridwan is not among the brilliant students in my class, but I saw 

something great in him… he is an artist … and a great one indeed. 

But listen. He didn`t (and as usual wouldn`t) show his talent in a mature way. 

What Ridwan usually do is to tear his note to draw, a stupid thing which school 

hates (and teachers beat children for). 

As I discovered this, I didn`t blame him. I simply told him, ‘’good boy, tell your 

father to buy you a new note”. I encouraged him to draw every day whenever I 

am not teaching them. 

Ridwan would draw and come and show me, “H.M, see”. I would encourage him, 

“you`re very good at drawing. Clap for yourself” 

What I did is not in agreement with what school is programmed for. School 

doesn`t build children to be talented. It builds them to be obedient (dumb). That`s 

one of the reason why I hate school. 

If you have talent for music for instance, as a little boy in school, you may be 

singing while your teachers are teaching in front of you. That makes you a very 

stupid boy/girl, isn`t it? 

Your teacher would punish you… so kill your talent. 
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You (probably) have a talent that can be commercialized, but you were not taught 

how to turn it to business. You can do that today. 

Second reason why people find it hard to be rich through their talent is because 

so many people don't know what their talents are. 

How can you know what your talent is? 

Ok. Answer these questions; 

What do you love doing? 

What do you have passion for? 

What are those things you do better than other people around you? 

What is that thing you can do for many hours and not be tired? 

Many at times you won't even know your talents because it seems "ordinary" to 

you. 

Ask your friends. 

Because many of us are not conscious of our actions and inactions, it takes 

someone else who is observant and who sees beyond the ordinary to tell us we 

are good in this or that. 

Third reason why people cannot be rich with their talent is because many people 

don't value what they have. 

It happens to all of us. 

Whatever we have looks ordinary to us. 

Until people around me started praising my writing and public speaking skills, to 

me it was just a hobby to write or speak. 

You're likely to think of your talents as, "just a hobby". 
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Have a rethink. 

Fourth reason why most people are not making money from their talents is 

because they don't know that they have responsibility to work (hard) on their 

talents. 

If you have discovered your talent, you have to work hard to be better on it. 

Your talent is like gold. Though it can make you rich, you have to refine it. 

This requires practice, practice, practice and practice. 

Michael Jackson had talent for music. 

But he didn't just become a great musician by going to the stage. Jackson 

practiced his songs and dancing steps 8hrs every day (until the final part of his 

life). 

No wonder he was a great musician. 

Ronaldo, Kanu, Eto, Messi all have talent for football. 

But none of them would ever become football world star if they were lazy. 

You have to practice your skills. 

You have to do that thing you love doing, often. 

I write almost every day (except Sundays). The time now is 6:48pm. I've started 

writing since around 7am and by now, (11hrs after) I'm still having some energy to 

continue writing. 

Though I had two breaks and Yes, I'm getting tired by now, this is due to the fact 

that I woke up since around 3: am. 

Because I didn't get enough sleep, my energy level is affected. 

What am I saying? 
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I can write 14hrs a day. I love writing. It's my hobby. It's my talent. 

Because I've discovered writing to be my talent, I see it as a business idea. 

I practice writing almost every day. 

I read many books and online articles to learn how to be a better writer and how 

to commercialize my writing skills. 

This takes us to another reason why people are not rich with their talents........ 

They don't know how to commercialize their talent. 

A woman recently sent a friend's request to me on facebook. I don't usually 

accept unknown person but because of the mutual friend we have, I accepted 

her. 

Days after that, I discovered that this woman has great talent for writing because 

of the way she writes on her Facebook personal profile. 

I contacted her to share with her how she could commercialize her talent. 

You see, you can't become rich with your talent except you know how to turn it to 

money. 

How do you do that? 

Let people know you do have such talent. 

Participate in competitions. 

Give people free service of your talent. 

Show it to the world by starting for free. 

Your talent is a source of business idea. 

You can tap into it, work hard on it, turn in to business and become millionaire 

with your talent. 
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That is what you see many people doing to make lot of money (music artists, 

move artists, footballers, painting artists, comedians, programmers, cooks, and 

many others out there)  

What are your interests? 

What are your talents? 

Those are the sources of business ideas and opportunities for you. 

Discover them. 

Harness them. 

Work hard to perfect them. 

Commercialize them. 

If you cannot turn your talent to business, you can turn your experience and 

knowledge to business. 

I'm sure you have some experiences... 
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Strategy 3: Turn Your Experience & Knowledge to Business 

 

Jim Ovi is a man from Delta State (of Nigeria). 

He was an employee for many years in different financial institutions. 

After some times, with his experience and knowledge of the financial institutions, 

he founded Zenith bank. 

He is now the 28th richest African, in the Forbes list of the world richest men. 

How did he do it? 

He used the experience and knowledge he had gathered as employee to start his 

own company. 

Some people would tell me, "How can I start a bank? It's too big." 

If you think it's impossible for you, it will be impossible. 

Let me share another (smaller) instance. 

I'm writing this chapter from a private school compound. 

The proprietor of this school has been a teacher in two different states of Nigeria. 

After serving (NYSC) as a teacher, he also got employment as a teacher. 
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Some would have told him, "working as a teacher is rubbish" and truly, it is. 

But he now has the third best private school in this environment. He hasn't 

become a millionaire, but there is a bright future for this school. 

How was he able to establish a school and make it a success (at least to an 

extent)? 

Because he had experience in the private school business, plus his knowledge, 

that's why success could be easier. 

So many youths are working for big businesses. What they are concern about is 

their monthly salaries. 

I pity them. 

You are working for a big poultry farm. You work there for five years, now you're 

tired of being an employee. 

When people advise you to start a business of your own, you are wondering what 

business you should start. 

What were you doing for the whole of your five years in a poultry company? 

If you're working for a company, your assignment is to learn and earn. 

If you earn salary and learn nothing, you're as smart as a slave. 

I'm sorry if my voice seems offensive. 

Forgive me. 

I show my anger through my writings sometimes. Please, forgive me. 

You're working as a sales rep of a medium size supermarket. 

What are you learning? 

What are you spying? 
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Are you discovering some peculiar secrets about supermarket business? 

Are you discovering where your boss is getting cheap products? 

Are you writing down (secretly) the addresses and phone numbers of your 

suppliers? 

Are you observing how your boss safeguards his supermarket against petty 

thieves who usually come in as buyers? 

Are you learning? 

Are you learning? 

What have you learned? 

Have you worked for a profitable business before? 

Turn your experience and knowledge to a business of your own. 

You don't have to do it exact way your employer did it. You may have to do it 

better. 

But the experience and knowledge you've gotten from working in a successful 

company can be used to start your own business.   
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Section Two: How To Search & Discover Business Ideas. 

In the last three chapters, we shared with you how you can tap into the "natural" 

resources inside and around you. 

How you can tap business ideas from the business of your parents, uncles etc. 

How you can turn your talents to business 

And how you can turn your experience and knowledge to business. 

In this section, we'll be taking you through how you can consciously search and 

discover business ideas. 

Let's go inside. 
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Strategy 4: Experiment & Turn Your Error to Business 

 

 

Do you know? 

Many of what we're enjoying today was invented by mistakes. 

Do you know? 

Many of the businesses that are today multimillion dollars were created by 

people while trying something entirely different? 

Do you know? 

The most powerful country of the world (America) was discovered out of error. 

If it be true, it means you can actually turn your errors to wealth. 

But is it true? 
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Let me prove myself. 

Do you know Microwave Ovens? 

It was invented by Percy Spencer. Spencer was an engineer with the Raytheon 

Corporation. 

He was conducting a radar-related research project with a new vacuum tube. 

Other things is history. He (mistakenly) discovered there could be something like 

Microwave Ovens. 

Think about another one… 

If you're not a child (I know you're not), you'll know X-Ray. 

X-Ray was invented (accidentally) by Wilhem Roentgen, an eccentric physicist, 

while investigating the properties of cathodic ray tubes. 

Maybe you don't know Microwave Ovens. Maybe you don't know X-Ray. 

Then, do you know Coca-Cola? 

It was a product of accident. 

Coca-Cola was invented by John Pemberton. Guess what? He was trying to find 

solution to his headaches. 

He was a Pharmacist, missing together a bunch of ingredients into a kettle, in the 

process, he (mistakenly) created a recipe for Coca-Cola. 

Till this day, that recipe is still a secret, diligently guarded by the Coca-Cola 

Company. 

Your mistakes can be commercialized. 

Your errors can be turned into million dollars business. 

I'm sure I've inspired someone. 
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But I want to reason with someone also. 

You see, someone will tell me, "Stephen, though these three examples you cited 

are today's great inventions and millions dollars businesses, I'm not a Pharmacist 

like John Pemberton, I'm not a physicist like Wilhen Poentheon and I’m not an 

Engineer like Percy Spencer. 

How can I turn my mistakes to business idea? 

Well, all of us make (valuable, money-worth) mistakes one time or the other. 

We just don't pay attention, or we are afraid to come up with something new. 

You think about this. 

Do you know Fire Works? 

That fire display that people spend thousands of dollars on every Christmas. 

In fact, the governor of my state allocates (probably five million naira) for Fire 

Works to be released in all the major cities of my state (Osun, Nigeria) every new 

year. 

This is what you may not know. 

Fire Works was (mistakenly) invented by a cook in China, just experimenting in 

the kitchen. 

Can you just think again about that? 

Will you just agree with me that some of the mistakes you've committed in the 

past has monetary value? 

Will you just agree with me that you can sit down now and come up with 

something new, even out of error? 

Will you agree with me that business idea that can lead you to millions needs not 

to be a rocket science? 
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What if some people would still argue with me? 

What if some people would say, "Stephen, you know I'm a man. I don't cook. How 

could I have invented a fire work from a kitchen's error?" 

Come back from sleep. 

I'm only citing some real life happenings, to inspire you to believe and act, toward 

discovering business idea that will make you a successful entrepreneur. 

But because I love to win people, I'll give you a male, unusual example of how 

mistakes can be commercialized.  

Do you know Corn Flakes? 

Two brothers were trying to make a pot of boiled grain. 

Their names are John Harvey Kellogg and William Keith Kellogg. 

Unexpectedly, they give the world what is today known as Corn Flakes. 

Ink-Jet Printer was discovered out of error. 

Chewing Gum was a product of mistake. 

I don't want this book to be unnecessarily long. I would have listed many more 

products and companies that were born out of errors. 

But here is where I'm going. 

Pay attention to your mistakes. 

Pause and think, "Can this be a meaningful thing?" 

Intentionally experiment and commit error. 

I will tell you how to do this. 
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While I was on campus, I've hated school, hated certificate and hated job. I've 

made up my mind to be nothing but an entrepreneur.     

I know that, discovering business idea can just be as "silly" as when a boy 

discovers he should be covering his nakedness. 

I was sharing a room with two of my friends. 

When we wanted to cook beans (our favourite meal), I would go into the nearby 

bush and cut some aromatic herbal leaves and cook it with beans. 

After cooking, our beans would come up with an unusual, but sweet aroma. 

Though my friends would laugh at me, I knew what I was doing. I would go out 

and buy flour. 

I would do all kinds of experiments on the flour, trying to produce a unique snack. 

By doing all these, I was experimenting, trying to discover something new. 

Few years after, I found myself starting a snacks business. 

Henceforth, pay attention to the happenings around you. 

Your errors or even your neighbour's mistakes could be converted to a new 

business idea that can lead to millions of dollars. 

How do you do this? 

Form the habit of asking yourself questions, sometimes stupid questions. 

Can this be a new product? 

Can a little change be made to this existing product/service to attract people to 

it? 

Can this mistake I made be something I can turn into a business venture? 

Experiment and think about your mistakes. 
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You'll be surprised when your breakthrough business idea will come up. 

If this seems difficult for you, then, try this....... 
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Strategy 5: Travel & Spy 

In the year 1929, Toyota founder, Kiichiro Toyoda traveled from Japan to Europe 

and the United States. 

To go and do what? 

To go and spy, to go and investigate automobile production. 

Automobile production had being taking good shape in the Europe and America 

continents, but not yet in Japan. 

So, Mr. Toyoda had to travel to Europe and America. 

When he came back, he came with a head full of great automobile business 

opportunity. 

That was the beginning of the giant Toyota automobile company. 

You need a great business idea? 

Travel. 
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You don't have to travel from Ghana to America or from South Africa to Canada 

before you'll discover a worthwhile business idea. 

A trip from one city to another, one town to another, even a street to the next 

can reveal a business idea that will change your financial life forever. 

The good part of this is that many of us travel every day (either from our street to 

another, our city to another or our state to another state). 

But we're not usually attentive to the new environment we travel to. 

We all have to learn to consciously look, search, ask and see. 

For instance, one of our students sent us a message about three months ago. 

His name is Sunday (I can't recollect his surname now). 

He shared with me his proposed business idea. 

He got this business idea from a street away from his street. I asked him a few 

questions to determine the possibility of his success. 

After he answered me, I asked him to go and SPY that business the more. 

Spy? Yea, Spy. 

"Spying" is a military terminology. 

It is used wherever an army sends some people out to the country (or camp) of 

the enemy, to go and find out about the strengths and the weaknesses of the 

enemy. 

If you're a Christian, you will remember that Moses sent twelve people to go and 

spy the Promised Land. 

You remember? 

We do similar thing in the business world 
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How we do it is this. 

You will move near your (intending) competitor (the business you are about to 

start). 

You can even become his "friend". 

You'll ask him some revealing questions, about the business. You have to be 

careful when doing this, because you don't want him/her to know that you're 

spying him. 

If he does, it could be dangerous for you. 

In fact, I nearly get to the police net in December 2008, at the Ogbomoso city 

(Nigeria), because I was spying a business I wanted to compete with. 

I wasn't doing anything criminal or unlawful, but because people don't want you 

to be their next competitor, they won't want you to know about their businesses. 

That fat, tough, Ghanaian man ran after me. 

Thank God he was fat so I outran him, maybe I would have lost one of my eyes or 

do Christmas in the police net. 

Now to avoid such embarrassing situation, this is what you should do: 

Become a customer to your intending competitors. 

Remember we're talking about, you traveling to the next city, town or street. 

To look and observe the business they are doing there and how they are doing it. 

You also need to get some business facts, the profitability, the customer's 

complaints and desires, the production processes (if needed), etc. 

The best way to do this it to be a customer. When Mr. Toyoda traveled to Europe 

and America, to spy the automobile market, he wouldn't just get there and be 

looking. 
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He would ask, he would inquire. 

He would research. 

He would spy. 

From now onward, as you will be traveling to another states for your friends` 

wedding, as you will be traveling to another cities for your uncles` birthday, even 

another streets as you are going to work or accompanying a friend, you must be 

vigilant. 

Don't just walk on the streets, looking, walk on the streets seeing, observing, 

taking notice. 

If there are more than one road that leads to your street, don't get used to just 

taking the usually route, thread the other routes sometimes even though the road 

may be rough or may take a longer time to get to your home, a business idea 

might strike you because you passed through an unusual route that may spun an 

unusual idea.  

Wherever you see a business that's not in your street or town, or a new way of 

doing business, you've discovered a business idea that could work in your area 

and be a starting point of your entrepreneurial success. 

You can also do this...... 
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Strategy 6: Take Advantage of the New Land 

In the last chapter, we shared with you how Mr. Toyoda traveled to Europe and 

America, to spy the automobile industry. 

He went back to Japan and every other things about Toyota automobile company 

is history. 

I shared with you how you can do something similar. 

Now, let's consider other side of that business game. 

Let me show you how a company you know did it. 

MTN. 

MTN is a company born in South Africa. 

Its headquarters is at Johannesburg, South Africa. 

But unfortunately, in their home, they're not the market champion. Instead, 

Vodacom is beating them seriously. 

What could be the way out? 

They take advantage of new lands. 
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MTN got to Afghanistan, Benin Republic, Cameron, Congo, Iran, Sudan, Syria, 

Nigeria etc. 

But let me focus on Nigeria. 

Though MTN couldn't be the king in their home land due to competition that is 

beyond them, they shift to a new land (Nigeria) and become the king. 

Fortunately for them, the Nigeria market is two times (if I'm correct) larger than 

the South Africa telecommunication market. 

How can you apply this to yourself? 

Take a business that is flourishing in your city to another city, town or state, 

where it may be new. 

This will work because human beings are mostly alike in needs and desires. 

Businesses that work in a city will definitely work in another city of the same 

country or continent. 

The only barrier here is, if that product or service has something to do with 

culture. 

Let me explain. 

Pounded Yam is the most honourable food in certain part of Yoruba land, in 

Nigeria. 

Because it's a beloved food here doesn't mean you will succeed selling pounded 

yam in your new restaurant in Kano State. 

Why? 

Pounded yam is a cultural food. 

Aside anything like this, you can always take a business idea that is succeeding in 

a place (town, city, country) and take it to a new land, where you can be a king. 
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That's what MTN did from South Africa to Nigeria. 

Why can't you try something similar?  

Think about how you can start something similar  
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Section Three: Turn Trash to Treasure. 

In the last section, we shared with you how you can search and discover business 

ideas and opportunities. 

How You Can Turn Your Mistakes To Business. 

How You Can Travel & Spy and 

How You Can Take Advantage of a New Market, to discover business ideas and 

opportunities. 

In this third section, we'll be taking you through how you can turn useless things 

to business. 

You will be surprised after reading! 
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Strategy 7: Steal It & Turn It to Millions 

Did you just read the word, "steal"? 

It was an error. 

Holy Spirit must not hear me advising people to steal. I'm a child of God. I can 

never steal. 

How on earth will I advise people to steal? 

Never. 

This is what I intended to write. 

Get or buy from people what they have but don't know its market value. 

Here is it. 

Do you know Microsoft (of Bill Gates)? 

Every adult living on earth knows that name. 

Do you know Coca-Cola? 

Except you are living inside the rock, you'll know Coca Cola. 
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I'll tell you two surprising stories about these two companies. 

You guess what? 

Both of them were "stolen" companies. 

Let me explain. 

In May 1886, a man from Atlanta Georgia invented coca cola. His name was 

Doctor John Pemberton. 

He was a pharmacist. The first year of running Coca Cola as company, his 

expenses were $70, while his sales were $50. 

He had $20 loss. 

Since he was never a business man, I think he was discouraged and couldn't see 

any bright future for Coca Cola. 

What did he do? 

He sold Coca Cola at $2,300, to a man called, Asa Candler. 

Asa Candler had entrepreneurship skills. He pulled Coca Cola out of bondage and 

launched it for a massive success. 

Just 4 years, Coca Cola had become the most popular soft drink in America. 

Every other thing is history. 

Coca Cola today is the most popular brand in the world and worth $79.2 billion (as 

at September, 2013). 

Did you learn something in that story? 

You may not have to go to the highest mountain or spend 7 days in professional 

meditation. 
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You may not have to go into the deepest sea to search for a big business idea or 

opportunity. 

All you have to do may be to see treasure in what other people call trash. 

All you need to do may be to look around you and see gold in what people call 

stone. 

If you know how to furnish what people call rubbish, you have discovered a great 

business idea. 

How? 

Since someone calls what he has "rubbish", he can easily sell it to you for few 

pennies while you turn it to gold. 

In fact, some people won't mind giving it away. 

But in the case of giving away, you shouldn't accept it. 

Why? 

Because after you turn that rubbish to gold, the owner will show up. Since he 

dashed you, you may lose the case in the law court. 

According to a (non-reliable) story I heard, the original inventor of Coca Cola later 

committed suicide after the company succeeded. 

What if he never sold it? 

What if he just dashed it out? 

He would want to claim the ownership. 

So, be wise. 

Now to Bill Gates. 

Did you know his story? 
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He never invented the DOS operating system that made Microsoft (his company) 

to become a multimillion dollars company. 

He purchased the DOS from a guy call Tim Paterson. 

Every other things is history. Bill Gates has been in the Forbes list of richest men 

for about two decades. 

Do you need a great business idea? 

You can buy what someone calls, "ordinary" and add extra to it. That makes it to 

become extraordinary. 

You can also do this....... 
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Strategy 8: Turn Public Complaints to Business 

 

 

So many businesses has been built around the world, following this concept. 

How does it work? 

You'll listen to people's problems. 

You'll listen to their cries. 

But sometimes these cries may not be audible, so you may not hear anything 

even when you listen hard. Therefore, it takes the ability of one to read actions 

and unspoken words.  

People are always and constantly crying or begging for a need, but often times 

they don't say it. You must seek to find people`s need. 

You'll then come up with solution to their problems. 

Since every business enterprise is built around solving problems, this concept 

rarely fail. 

Let me show you an example. 
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Do you ever see any public toilet in Africa? 

It's usually in plastic form. 

In the year 1992, a 30 years old man, Isaac Durojaiye (a.k.a Otunba Gadaffi) 

conceived the idea of public toilet, to serve people who attend public events. 

Think about it. 

That was a problem many people must have complained about. Many people 

might have accused and criticized governments for their inability to provide good 

toilets into public places. 

But someone decided not to join them complaining. 

He researched how he could provide solution and make money through that. 

By 1996, Mr. Isaac's dream became a reality. 

Do you need a great business idea and opportunity? 

Look around you. 

Think about what people are complaining about. 

How can you solve that problem? 

Solving that public problem may lead you to millions of naira. 

My dear friend, I know you know, Africans love to complain.  

You have to come out of them. Instead, start thinking the opposite way… how can 

I solve this problem everybody is complaining about and make money through it? 

That`s how to discover great business opportunities. 
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You can also do this....... 
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Strategy 9: Be an Alchemist. 

Who are the alchemists? 

They are people whose job is to turn what is obviously known as trash to treasure. 

 

 

This concept is different from what we discussed in the earlier chapter. 

In the previous chapter, we talked about you buying what someone invented or 

has, but which he doesn't know its market value or because he lacks business 

skills, he cannot turn it to commercial value. 

In this chapter, we're talking about what people consider absolute rubbish. 

You're expecting me to give examples, right? 

Trust me. That's my job. 

I love to prove that I know what I'm teaching. 

Now we start. 

Until late 1950's, what is known today as petroleum was known to be an evil thing 

for most farmers in the oil region of Nigeria. 
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Why? 

Petroleum destroys farm produce. It was known that petroleum was bad and evil. 

Nobody could think of it as a resource that worth, even a million dollars. But 

because some people decided to think different, they decided to be Alchemists, 

today petroleum is the most valuable source of revenue for Nigeria. 

I guess someone would say, "Petroleum is a mighty thing now. How can I apply 

that principle to my little venture?" 

Let me come down to your level. 

I want to talk about a company in Lagos, Nigeria. Its name is DMT Mobile Toilet. 

They announced around 2009 that they would be producing 35% of cooking and 

electricity gas for Lagos. 

Guess something? 

They would be producing gas from human and animal wastes. 

Think again. 

Whenever you visit toilet, what do you think? "Let me flush this rubbish away". 

Wherever you want to dispose used paper or waste from your poultry, how do 

you feel? 

"Rubbish" you call it. 

That rubbish is what certain people are furnishing and turning to gas. 

After they are done, they'll come back to you and sell that same gas to you to 

cook another food. 
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You will flush that food again to the toilet, they will turn it to gas. Part of this gas 

would be sold to you to cook another food while other part would be sold to the 

electricity company. 

They'll use it to provide electricity for your house, while you pay Electricity 

Company. 

That's the work of the alchemists. 

You can practice alchemy in your little way. 

Look at the beautiful door of your house. Look at your wrist watch. Look at the 

iron you use to build your house. Look at your plastic chairs. 

All these things were produced in some ways related to how alchemy works. 

Let me explain. 

Look around you and you may see some guys, moving around, picking used irons 

or plastic. 

You'll see some women buying used bottles and plastic. 

What do you think they are doing with those used items? 

They are selling them to some companies who are operating with the concept of 

alchemy. 

Some companies turn the used irons to nails. Some company refine the used 

bottle to another bottles. Some company refine used plastic to another new 

plastic. 

Other company recycle old newspaper, waste paper from the printing press, 

office paper and paper from the bins to manufacture tissue paper and serviette 

which is of high demand in the market.  

Those are the good examples of turning waste to wealth. 
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All these companies are operating with the concept of the alchemy. 

Do you need a great business opportunity? Look around you and see things that 

are generally considered "useless". 

Ask yourself, "How can I turn this to usefulness?" 

How can I turn this trash to treasure? 
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Section Four: Attack & Kill the Existing Business. 

 

 

In the last section, we took you through how you can Take What Someone else 

Calls Rubbish & Turn It to Business. 

How You Can Turn Public Complaints to Business and 

How You Can Be An Alchemist. 

Now in this section, you will learn how you can "attack" the existing business, kill 

it and take over the market. 

(Please, don`t mind my negative words. That`s my way to get my words into your 

mind) 
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Strategy 10: Do It Better: Innovate 

 

I heard a man talking four days ago. 

He said, "facebook is the first social media site". 

I corrected him immediately. 

Is facebook the first social network site? 

No. 

Facebook innovated social network experiences. 

Friendster is a social media site. It started in the year 2002. 

It started on a great note.  It had three million users in just three months. 

Where was facebook then? 

Myspace is a social media site. It started in the year 2003. 

Where was facebook then? 

LinkedIn started before facebook. 

How come did facebook become the giant of them all? 

Innovation. 
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Understanding of the market than the earlier companies and businesses. 

Doing things better than the competitors. 

You look around you. 

What do you see? 

If you look well, you'll see poor businesses by illiterate entrepreneurs. 

There is no better way to generate business idea than by seeing loopholes 

(weaknesses) from a particular industry and fill it. 

Think about Toyota. 

Was Toyota the first automobile company? 

Never. 

The first modern automobile was produced by Karl Benz as far back as 1886. 

Toyota started around the year 1937. 

However today (2014), Toyota is the 10th most valuable company in the world. 

How did that happen? 

Doing things better than the competitors. 

Because the founder (Mr. Toyoda) could study the market, saw what people 

wanted and what the existing companies were providing, then discovered some 

weaknesses, some loopholes, and fill it, today you see Toyota everywhere. 

The business opportunity you need is right in your nose. 

You may not need to invent something completely new. 

You study how people do business around you. 

Discover their weaknesses. 
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Search to know what they are failing to do and you'll become a millionaire by 

doing things better than those that are doing it now. 

That's what is called innovation. 

Let me remind you of MTN in Nigeria. 

They came in and met Econet in the market. (That's why Econet has 0802, while 

MTN has 0803). 

But they came with something innovative, something better, and something 

smarter. 

When I said, "innovative", you may ask me, "What is innovative about making 

calls? 

Isn't the same call the two companies are making?" 

That's lay man's thinking and I know you're not a lay man. 

Call is call, but the machinery under each company is the real deal. 

A single marketing tact can destroy the competing companies. 

You think about the MTN's Unique Selling Promise (Should you don't know about 

Unique Selling Promise before, I’ll assume you've not been a student of ABC 

before).  

The above business tactic is very much discussed in chapter six of our book, 1o 

Secrets Nigerian Universities/Polytechnics Did Not Teach You about How to 

Make Money 

That book has sold many copies, but it`s now free. Just go and get it on our site 

and check chapter six of it 

When MTN says, "Everywhere You Go!” what does it mean? 
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It means, we have coverage everywhere. Is that true (especially in the year 

2004/5)? 

I doubt. 

Is MTN lying? 

Not really. 

They say, "Everywhere You Go!" Not "Everywhere In Nigeria" 

But that (single) marketing message means a lot to their success. 

Through that single message, they "brainwashed" us to believe that MTN is the 

best telecom company (because it's everywhere). 

You think about any single person you know who doesn't have MTN Sim in 

Nigeria. 

I've not seen. I've bought more than 10 MTN Sims. 

Did you have a functioning Econet (now Airtel) line? 

Only five out of hundred Nigerians will answer yes. 

I remember the days when water is tied in a transparent nylon (it was popularly 

called ice water). Consequently, someone (who is unknown in public now) 

innovated the sachet water which is more durable, well packed and good hygiene 

totally displaced the tied nylon water.  

However there's a speculation that OLUMO sachet water Started in 1994 and was 

the first, sold at ijaiye hold-ups in Lagos, Nigeria. 

Just a little innovation t the existing ice water industry led us into entirely 

different industry. 

Why will a business come second or even last to the market, come from nowhere 

and become the king (like facebook, Toyota and MTN  as I’ve analyzed above)? 
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Innovation: doing things better than the existing companies in the industry. 

Do you need a business idea and opportunity that can make you rich? 

Look at a certain trade or business you have passion for. 

Take time to study the way people who are doing that business are doing it. 

Study their customers. 

Listen to their customers' complaints. 

Discover their weaknesses and go in to do things innovatively. 

That's a smart way to generate a business idea. 

If you can't do it better, you can...... 
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Strategy 11: Do It Faster 

Another smart way to generate business idea is to look for ways to provide 

certain service/product faster than those providing it now. 

A man with the name Kola is operating Cafe in my town. 

Wherever I (or many other people) need to get to Cafe, we go to his cafe. 

Why? 

Speed. 

Except for few times (which is understandable), when you get to his cafe, you 

enjoy the speed. 

Even if he charges higher price than other cafe operators, someone like me will 

still love to go to his cafe (if my network has problem). 

Why? 

Speed. 

Since speed is the major thing we want when we browse, you may be thinking, 

"That is cafe``. 

What about other businesses? 
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We are in 21 Century and speed … faster things … is what everyone desires. 

The reason for that is because our world has become a crowded, clumsy and busy 

world. 

There are too many things to do with too little time. 

Because of this, we want everything to be faster and quicker. 

That's why if you build your business around rendering a service faster than the 

competitors, you've discovered a great business opportunity. 

Domino's Pizza became a famous product by coming up with this slogan, "There in 

30 minutes or it's free". 

 Meaning? 

They are telling their customers that they would get Pizza to their homes in just 

30 minutes. 

That's a company built on the principle of speed. 

This is another way to discover a great business idea... find out what you can do 

faster than people who are doing it now. 

Find out a service you can render faster than those rendering it now. 

If you would do this, you're near to becoming a successful business owner. 

If you can't do it better and you can't do it faster, you can.,. 
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Strategy 12: Sell It Cheaper 

Do you need an idea of a business you can start to make money? 

Think about a product you can sell cheaper than people who are selling it now. 

 (I will teach you how to do that before you finish this chapter). 

Seven years ago, in the mobile phone industry, when you think of great phones, 

you think about Nokia. 

Many other brands were there competing with this giant company, but they 

couldn't win. 

Until some of them started adopting "Cheaper, Better and Faster" business 

strategies. 

Let's look at Tecno. 

I'm sure you know about Tecno. 

Few Years back, everybody called it (and many other mobile brands), "China 

phone". 

Gradually, this company differentiated themselves. 

How did they do that? 

Cheaper and faster (better). 

Today in the mobile phone industry, Nokia is gradually losing their crown (if my 

business insight is correct). 

Tecno now dominates Nigeria mobile phone market with many wonderful 

products, at cheaper prices. 
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This business rule says, "If you can produce a certain product with the same (or 

better) quality as your competitors, but at a cheaper price, you've got a cash 

generating business opportunity". 

Can you produce any product, still maintaining present quality, but at a cheaper 

price? 

That's a great business idea. 

Think. 

Think. 

Think. 

How do you get to produce certain product or offering certain service at cheaper 

rate than the competitors? 

By finding the means of reducing the cost of production or cost of the service. 

Sam Walton is the owner of Wal-Mart, the largest retail outlet in the world. 

Sam Walton became the richest American in the year 1985 and got five members 

of his family (if my brain doesn't fail me) to the list of the world's richest people. 

How did he do that? 

By selling the same quality of products with competitors, but at cheaper prices. 

Let me try and imagine what some people will like to ask me here. 

First, some people may say, Sam Walton is in America, can that be possible here 

in Congo where I am? 

Principles of life works everywhere (with few exceptions). 

Some may also ask, how can I reduce cost of production? Things are just too 

expensive in my country. 
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Let me use a Nigeria business to answer the above questions. 

I came across this product. It's peanut, packaged in a beautifully designed sachets. 

The company that produces it is called, Lit Food Limited. 

They call that product, Chucko's Burger. 

This company that produces Chucko's Burger is from Benin City, Edo State 

(Nigeria). 

This product is very popular in the south-west and other places in Nigeria. 

When they first started, they had some competitors. But as of now, their 

competitors are dead (or dying). 

You know why? 

Their competitors could never produce that product at that price they are 

producing it. 

Why? 

The major raw material for that product (peanuts), is not very cheap from many 

parts of Nigeria. 

But at Edo State (where Lit Food produces this product from), peanut is very 

cheap because it is bountifully planted and harvested, so selling at a cheap price. 

This makes it possible for Lit Food to produce this product at a very cheap price. 

The only competitors that could withstand them must be from that same region 

(or elsewhere where peanut is very cheap). 

Except that, no other people could compete with them. 
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But even if there is any competitor from that part of the country, these guys are 

smart enough to take over the new land (as we shared with you earlier in this 

book). 

By producing a product where the raw material is very cheap and sell it to where 

it is scarce or expensive, Lit Food is winning. 

Is there raw materials for the production of certain product cheaply in your 

locality? 

Do you have information on how to get certain raw materials for the production 

of certain goods at a cheaper rate than the competitors? 

That's a wonderful business opportunity. 

Move in and start your business around such products 
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Section Five: Equip your Mind for Business 

You've learned in the last chapter how you can attack the existing business by 

Doing It Better. 

Do It Faster. 

Sell It Cheaper. 

Here in this section, you will learn how to equip your mind for business idea. 
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Strategy 13: Read Good Financial Books 

 

After God, book is the most valuable thing you can ever be closer to. 

Unfortunately, Africans don`t read. 

This usually makes me sad and angry.  

In fact, when we started the ABC in the year 2007, our major concern was to get 

Africans to read good books. I would be begging people with books. I would open 

my room and give out my books. 

I lost almost all of my books in the process. Yet, I can`t stop shouting because I 

know the power of books. 

So many people don`t know that what they need is not school or certificate.  

School is nonsense and certificate is rubbish. What you need is knowledge. 

I hate school and I don`t have certificate, yet, I am having a respected voice that 

people pause to listen to. 

People pay to listen to and read my words, why? 

Because I have knowledge and I am an expert in my field… business. 

But the real secret is the fact that I am a crazy reader.  
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When I was use to physical books, when you enter my room, you may run back 

because there are usually various kinds of books (except school books of course) 

scattered everywhere.  

Now, I am more of electronic books (like this one you are reading now) 

My smart phone as at the time of writing these words has 253 books on it. 

I hate television, football or movie, but book … I am addicted to learning. 

Good book inspires you. 

Good book gives you insight. 

Good book opens doors for you. 

Good book gives you business ideas. 

There is power inside book. 

Do you know Ayo Arowolo? 

He is a Nigerian, from the western part of the country. 

He traveled to United Kingdom, in search of greener pasture. One day as he was 

reading a book by Anthony Robbins, Awaken the Giant Within 

He came across a life-transforming idea. 

He was inspired. 

His eyes were opened. 

He announced to his host that he would be going back to Nigeria. 

That is unusual of someone who struggled out of the country to seek greener 

pasture, so his host thought maybe he has been spiritually charmed from home. 

Mr. Ayo Arowolo came back home, applied the ideas he learned from that book. 
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He is today a business man and one of the millionaire Africans. 

If you're familiar with The Punch newspaper, you're likely to know about his 

weekly publication, Billionaire Capsule. 

Here is the coincidental part of the story. 

In the year 2008, I was reading another book by the same author, Anthony 

Robbins (Unlimited Power) when I suddenly conceived a business idea. 

Don't rush out to buy Tony's books because you think he has power to supply you 

with business ideas. 

Every other good financial books has potential of turning you to another, better 

man. 

Yea, Anthony Robbins is an unusual writer and I recommend all his books for you, 

but not just his books, but every good financial books you can lay your hand on. 

Book gives light. 

Book enlightens. 

Book gives revelation. 

Book reveals business opportunities. 

That's why Dr. Seuss said, 

"The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more that you 

learn, the more places you'll go" 

George R. R. Martins said, "A reader lives a thousand lives before he dies. The 

man who never reads lives only one" 

If you`ll love to learn more wonderful things about wealth creation, I strongly 

recommend  
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How to Be Rich: the source of all wealth to you. 

This book is a bomb. It was written by someone far knowledgeable than me. I only 

reviewed it and added my opinion. 

Get it here now or visit our website to get it. 

You can as well get our business training about How to Get Capital here. 

We are not persuading you to read these books mainly because we need your 

money, but because we love you to be a successful business owner. 

As you may know, even our free books are life-changing, not to talk about the 

ones you need to pay for. 

Just as I said above, when we got started in the ABC, we never had intension of 

writing books. I would be begging people to read, so giving out my books to them. 

Now we are having free books and as well those you`ll need to pay for. 

Get all of them and your financial life will be transformed. 

This will also help you............................   
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Strategy 14: Spend Time in Lonely Places 

Because our world today is filled with noise, we are suffering from poor creativity. 

This is apparent in everything we do. 

We produce poor movies. 

We sing poor songs. 

We write poor books. 

We are far from creative business idea. 

Why? 

Creativity needs silence and our world is too noisy. 

No creative man/woman loves noise. 

Why? 

Silence gives birth to new insight, new solution, and new ideas. 

That's why some people would say, "Rich people hate noise". 

Why do rich people hate noise? 

Because noise denies you an opportunity to receive some new ideas. 

A friend visited me around 2007/8. He didn't meet me at home, but we met on 

the way. 

I had a note book and a pen in my hand as he asked, "Where are you coming 

from?" 

I answered him with the following statement, "I went to think". 

My friend was amazed. 
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What? Went to think? 

For him, thinking is what all of us do easily, cheaply and unconsciously. 

How will someone go to a special place to think? 

He didn't understand and I'm not sure I explained to him. 

But let me explain to you. 

Thinking is a conscious work … and a big work for that matter. 

Henry Ford said, "Thinking is the hardest work there is, that's why only few 

people do it". 

All the great men in history have been known to be men who spend good time in 

(silent) secret. 

From Jesus to Socrates, to Aristotle. 

David Oyedepo is a Nigerian pastor, one of the most famous African pastors. He 

has what he calls "Thinking room" in his office. 

Many big companies employ certain people to do no "work" but thinking for the 

company. 

Why is conscious thinking so important? 

Why do you need time to be alone with yourself? 

Being in a silent place allows you to reflect on your life's journey. 

It allows you to see what you can't see in the noisy world. 

This is how Brain Tracy taught me to do it. 

You will go to a silent place with a plain sheet of paper and a pen. 
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You will choose a business (or life's) challenge you wish to find solution to. You'll 

brainstorm and start listing the possible solutions. 

Your topic may be, "10 profitable business opportunities in this town (or street)". 

Your brainstorming section will lead you to listing whatever comes into your 

mind. 

After listing ten or twenty of such ideas, one of them might just be a 

breakthrough idea. 

Be a lover of silence. 

Our world is filled with NOISE, everywhere. If you've not learned how to spend 

time in silence, you may not come across a worthy business idea. 

This will also help you............................  
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Strategy 15: Stop Work. Walk Out. Change Routine 

Please let me confess. 

I'm not qualify to write this chapter I'm about to write. 

What I want you to do here is, "do as I say". 

What I'm about to preach here is what I (myself) rarely do. 

I'm a work addict. 

Leaving work is too hard for me yet, that's what I'm advocating in this chapter. 

Leave Work. 

Walk Out. 

Play. 

During our relaxing period, we're relax and use less of conscious mind. 

This gives room to our subconscious minds to bring to us some brilliant ideas we 

need to solve our business (or life's) problems. 

That's why you could be in the toilet and a brilliant business idea will flash 

through your mind. 

You may be playing with children, walking out or just relaxing with friends while a 

bright idea visits your mind. 

We (I'm talking to you and me) have to realize that time spent in leisure is not a 

waste of time, as long as it's not overdone. 

So, don't be a man of no play. 

Leisure actually relaxes, refreshes and massages the brain. It wears off clumsiness 

from the brain. 
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You might just be missing your chance of getting a great business idea because 

you`re too busy with work. 
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Concluding Section 

So far you've traveled through the 15 strategies you can use to discover business 

opportunities and ideas.  

We have 2 more strategies to share with you.  

However, we wish to shortly remind you of what we've shared so far.  

Strategy One: Tap Business Idea From Your Parent.  

Strategy Two: Turn Your Talent To Business.  

Strategy Three: Turn Your Experience & Knowledge To Business. 

 Strategy Four: Experiment & Turn Your Mistakes to Business  

Strategy Five: Travel & Spy to Discover Business opportunities  

Strategy Six: Take Advantage Of The New Market. 

Strategy Six: How to Take Advantage of the New Land 

Strategy Seven: Steal It & Turn It To Business.  

Strategy Eight: Turn Public Cries to Business.  

Strategy Nine: Be an Alchemist.  

Strategy Ten: Do It Better... Innovate  

Strategy Eleven: Do It Faster... Be Smart.  

Strategy Twelve: Do It Cheaper.... With Cheaper Raw Material. 

Strategy Thirteen: Read Good Financial Book.  

Strategy Fourteen: Spend Time In Lonely Place.  

Strategy Fifteen: Stop Work. Walk Out. Change Routine. 
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Now, let`s continue……….. 
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Strategy 16: Partner with Your Friends. 

All through the last 15 chapters of this book, we've shared with you how you can 

generate meaningful business ideas. 

Now as we're rounding off, we hope this book has been an unusual blessing to 

you. 

We'll be happy if it is so. 

Now to this chapter. 

What if you do all you think you should, yet you cannot come up with a business 

idea? 

Then, partner with a friend. 

Sometimes your friend may come up with a great business idea. 

What should you do? 

Partner with him. 

Contribute to make it a huge success. 
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Let me give you some examples. 

Who founded facebook? 

You'll tell me, "Mark Zuckerberg" 

That answer is half correct. 

Facebook was founded by six friends: Dustin Moskovitz, Edvardo Saverin, Andrew 

McMcollum, Chris Hughes, plus Mark Zukerberg. 

All of these guys are billionaires now. 

They were friends. 

Do you see a friend of yours working on a meaningful business project? 

Be part of his success. 

However, make sure you guild yourself with written business agreement. 

This is because people change when money is involve. 

Another way to excel as entrepreneur is the way of partnership. 

Partner with your friends. 

You can partner with your friend to make his idea a success and by so doing, you'll 

succeed together. 
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Strategy 17: Don't Believe The Internet Thieves. 

If you've being reading from us at Africa Business Classroom before now, you're 

likely thinking, "Why do these people hate the internet marketers?" 

No. 

We don't hate them. 

In fact, many of them are my friends on facebook. 

I have personal mobile numbers of many of them and some of them do call me. 

But, the lying part of the internet marketing (which many of them embrace) is 

very much criminal. 

Let me make myself clear. 

All the above strategies and methods you can apply to get wonderful business 

ideas isn't magical. 

It requires commitment, seriousness and hard work to succeed as an 

entrepreneur. 

Internet marketers present their books to you as if, if you will just buy it, you will 

become a millionaire, automatically. 

In fact, I've received one mails in recent time where the sender (an internet 

marketer) promised to make me a millionaire (without work) if I will pay #10,000. 

Lie. 

If you ever will apply the above taught principles and become a successful 

entrepreneur, you will not believe the lies from the mouths of the internet 

marketer thieves. 

If you think it's actually possible to make millions without work (anywhere), I 

suspect you've not known the truth yet.  
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Apply the above strategies and have a great business success! 
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This concluding part was written By Ikenna Odinaka.  

He is one of the brains behind the ABC. He is an entrepreneur and a writer. You 

have a lot to gain by visiting his blog daily at www.blogerian.com  

Take Action…. Get Involved 

Are you wondering why you haven’t considered most of the strategies Stephen 

have shared in this business training? 

Are you feeling an accelerated heartbeat urging you to get started? 

The million dollar question right now is; what are you going to do next? What will 

you do in the next 24 hours, 7 days or one month? 

Have you ever wondered how the eagle learns to fly? 

Baby eagle learns to fly by watching her mother. She’ll watch her mother fly 

round and round the nest. And out of curiosity, it will jump out of the nest and 

start learning to fly. 

Notice the step here; 

First it watches then it jumps right in. 

Now here is the tragic part; during the flight process, some eagles fall to the 

ground, some get hurt and even die. 

The ones that persist for four to six months become flight masters. But flying will 

never happen if that first step is not taken. 

What lessons can we learn from this creature? 

Don’t just spend all the time watching; get in and get started. 

How? You ask? 
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In 1937, two graduates of Electrical engineering came together to start a company 

in a rented car garage. They had no idea what this company will produce or sell. 

All they knew was that they wanted to become entrepreneurs.  

They struggled to come up with a marketable product during the first year until 

they dabbled into their breakthrough product. That company is HP – Hewlett 

Packard. 

If Bill Hewlett and Dave Packard had waited until the big idea rang the bell before 

they start a business, you’ll agree with me that the story will be a lot different. 

Let me share another story you can relate to. 

In the mid 1990’s, Mrs. Ogunwale started her catering road side business 

somewhere close to the former Lagos toll gate. She also sells cold sachet water 

with a deep freezer she won during a vocational training. Her business was 

nothing out of the ordinary; just another road side snack shop. 

One fateful afternoon, burning with the scotching sun, a small boy, a road side 

sachet water hawker walked in and asked her to help him freeze his bag of hot 

sachet water. 

Frustrated from bad market, she resented the young boy; but reluctantly agreed 

on the terms that he’ll pay for the service. 

About twenty minutes after he hit the road with his chilled bag of sachet water, 

he returned with another hot bag and happily paid for the service. By the end of 

that day, she made more money from the little boy than she ever made in one 

day from her catering business. 

 A new business idea was conceived; instead of selling single sachet water to 

consumers, she will sell chilled bags to roadside hawkers with extra cost. And so 

the story goes. She later started her own sachet and bottle water company – 

called Baker Waters. 

What point am I trying to make here? 
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When it comes to discovering business ideas, few people are lucky to conceive 

their ideas sitting in front of a TV set at home. For most people, you have to get 

into the party and start mingling. 

Do you have a petite idea? 

Start with it. And use it as a stepping stone to position yourself for opportunities. 

Great idea is like gold. You don’t discover gold by thinking about gold. You have to 

get off your comfort zone and curiously explore potential mines. 

When I started importation, I had no idea what product to focus on. I didn’t want 

to be just another importer. After about three months of searching and watching, 

I decided to throw myself in. 

My first attempt was an accomplished ‘failure’; like the baby eagle that almost 

crashed to the ground. 

But I learned.  

By taking that first attempt, I got into the market, discovered what people really 

want, met potential partners and got practical knowledge of the market. 

The experience guided me to discover better products to deal on. 

Do you really want to become an entrepreneur? 

Don’t wait for the green light to turn on; don’t wait for someone to give you an 

approval; don’t wait for the proverbial big idea to knock on your door. Start with 

what you have; even if it’s just your sanity. 

Like the baby eagle, watch and observe how more knowledgeable people than 

you run their business. Then jump right in and get started; because no amount of 

observation can equate getting involved. 
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Hi friend of the ABC! 

How did you feel about this training? 

 

Did you learn anything worthwhile? 
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Were you inspired in anyway? 

 

Will you say this book worth your time and the amount you paid for it? 

 

 

We believe you`ve been inspired by this business training. 

We believe this training has revealed to you how you can discover great business 

ideas and opportunities.  

Now that you want to start a business of your own, you may feel restricted by the 

lack of capital.  

Lack of Capital can`t stop your entrepreneurial vision! 

 We have a good business training that can teach you how to get all the capital you 

need to start your own business, it is called, How to Get Capital to Start Your own 

Business. 

Click here to get this great business training. 

 

 

 

You can also get this wonderful business book; 

How to Be Rich: the source of every wealth by Wallace D. Wattles 
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This book is a great financial book to help you on the road to your financial 

freedom. 

Do you know? 

There is a science of getting rich. 

Getting rich has formula. 

This book will reveal the unfailing formula of wealth to you. 

I read it first in the year 2012. 

It is a wonderful book! 

I`ve recommended it for hundreds of our fans. You just need to get it here and 

read it. 

If you have reason to contact us, click here 

If you wish to talk with me, Stephen Afolabi for any reason, you can call my 

Personal Assistant on 08100446044 (+2348100446044). She will tell you the 

appropriate time I will be available so we can talk. 

 

 

 

 

 

We love you! 
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